Capping block to be fixed with suitable construction adhesive

AG Anchor Vertica Double Sided Blocks (10mm pea gravel to be placed into block voids)

2m footway

300mm wide drainage column: 10mm single size stone

AG Anchor Vertica (MacWall)

Granular backfill (Class 6i) benched into insitu, compacted in layers (in accordance with MCDHW Specification for Highways Works)

Paragrid 50 geogrid reinforcement

Temporary cut slope: Safe angle of repose to be determined by contractor. Temporary stability or design of any temporary works is outside Geoman’s scope.

150mm diameter rigid PVC half-slotted drainage pipe to suitable outfall. The pipe must be fully jettable and regularly maintained.

C20/25 concrete foundation

NOTES:
1) All dimensions in mm unless otherwise specified
2) For installation refer to manufacturers installation guide.
3) This drawing is for indicative use only and must not be used for construction. Specialist design advice must be sought prior to construction. Geoman Ltd. will not be liable for any loss or damage resulting from your use of or reliance on this drawing.